OMB A-87 Circular – Cost Principles

Selected Items of Cost (Attachment B); Compensation for personal services (8)

(A) Is reasonable for the services rendered and conforms to the established policy of the recipient consistently applied to both Federal and non-Federal activities;

(B) Follows an appointment made in accordance with a recipient's laws and/or rules or policies and meets the requirements of Federal law, where applicable; and

(C) Is determined and supported as provided in subsection section h

Time and Effort Reporting

- Required documentation that demonstrates sub-recipients' employees charged to federal grants are actually working on those specific grant programs.

- Ensures that salary costs in excess of work actually done are not claimed.

Subsection h

“Support of salaries and wages. These standards regarding time distribution are in addition to the standards for payroll documentation... We refer to this supporting documentation as ‘time and effort reporting’
Failure to Comply

- Largest single audit finding of education programs in Wisconsin
  o In FY 2011, there were 143 program time and effort single audit findings

- Unallowable costs are subject to repayment
  o For FY 2012 audits, districts that received a repeat single audit finding for *not implementing* time & effort reporting systems will result in a pay back of grant funds

Time & Effort Reporting

- Who must complete?
  o ALL employees funded with direct federal dollars
  o Not employees covered by program indirect
  o Not contractors or vendors

- Time and effort reporting is required when any part of an individual’s salary is:
  o Charged to a federal program
  o Used as match for a federal program

- Location of the supporting documentation
  o Kept by the sub-recipient
  o Subject to review
    - Single Audits
    - Monitoring
    - Complaints

- No official format

Types of Time & Effort Reports

- Semi-annual certification
  o Kept by individuals with a “singlework objective”

- Personnel Activity Reports (PARs)
  o Kept by individuals with “multiple work objectives”
  o “PARs” is terminology in A-87, does not have a specific name in the proposed super circular
### Types of Work Objectives

- **Single work objective**
  - Individual works solely on a single program
    - Example: Special Education

- **Multiple work objectives**
  - Individual works on different programs
    - Example: Special Education and Regular Education

### Single Work Objective

- Dedicated to a singular purpose
- Completes semi-annual certifications
  - Signed off by the employee or supervisor with first-hand knowledge of the work at least every six months

- Example positions: Special Education teachers (100%); OT or PT therapists; S/L pathologists; audiologists; educational interpreters

### Semi-Annual Certification

- Signed by the employee
- OR
- Signed by the supervisor
  - Flexibility allows for multiple sign-off of employees with single cost objectives
  - ALWAYS signed after-the-fact

---

***Janesville School District Semi-Annual Certification Form***

**Employee:** Forrest Thompson  
**Title:** EBD Teacher  
**Federal Program:** IDEA  
**CFDA:** 84.027  
**Reporting Period:** July 1, 2011 – December 31, 2011  
**Fiscal Year:** 2012  
**Signature:** Forrest Thompson  
**Date:** 01/15/2012  

I have worked 100% under the following single cost objective:

Ensure that all children with disabilities have access to a free appropriate public education that emphasizes special education and related services designed to meet their unique needs and prepare them for further education, employment, and independent living.

---

Wisconsin Department of Public Instruction
**Semi-Annual Certification FAQ**

*How long is ‘too long’ to meet the “after-the-fact” signature requirement?*

Not addressed in the regulations, but common sense dictates that it should be signed within a reasonable time after the end of the six-month period, and certainly before the end of the consecutive six-month period.

---

**Recommendations**

- Semi-Annual certifications are the easiest documentation to maintain and keep current
- When determining staff to fund with Federal grants, choose single work objective positions.
- Maintain “blanket” certifications that list all single work objective staff signed off by the supervisor, regardless of funding source
  - Allows business office flexibility to shift personnel costs to Federal grant funding during the year (when the federal funding source allows it, such as IDEA)

---

**Multiple Work Objectives**

- Employee’s with multiple focus areas
- Completes Personnel Activity Reports
  - Demonstrates the amount of actual time spent working on the federal grant objective
- Example positions: School Psychologists; Guidance Counselors; Social Workers; School Nurses; Clerical; Directors of Pupil Services
### Documentation for PARs

- Under the new proposed “super circular,” clarification was provided that PARs can use a percentage to reflect effort rather than hours. The employee must still base the PARs on fact:
  - Actual effort, not estimated effort
  - Consult supporting documentation when completing the certifications: class schedules, calendars, time tracking software
- More monitoring emphasis will be placed on the system for determining PARs information

### Personnel Activity Reports (PAR)

- May include:
  - Employer’s Name
  - Employee’s Name
  - Employee’s Position
  - Federal Program Title(s) (CFDA #)
  - Reporting Period
  - Break-out of the employee’s work objectives
  - Employee’s signature / date
    - Signature can be a “log in”

### Percentages vs. Hours

- Helpful – addresses confusion over how to account for work weeks that are not “40 hours”
- 9-month employment vs. 12-MONTH employment
  - Use averaged percentages for the three months where PARs would not be kept because employee is not working = distribution of costs.
  - Although not addressed in current OMB A-87 Circular, clarified in the proposed “Super Circular”
Typical Week (not including breaks or lunch):
2,225 minutes (100%)

Positive Behavioral Interventions:
525 minutes (24%)

Special Education:
1,170 minutes (52%)

Other:
530 minutes (24%)

PARs and Fringe Benefits

- Fringe benefits include, but are not limited to, the costs of leave (vacation, family-related, sick or military), employee insurance, pensions, and unemployment benefit plans.
- The costs must be equitably allocated to all related activities, including Federal awards;
  - If 50% of an employee’s salary is claimed from a Federal grant, then only 50% of the fringe benefits can be claimed.
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**When “reconciliation” is required**

**Accounting**

IF: Payroll is processed based on budgeted or estimated time and activities...

THEN: Payroll records must be compared to time and effort reports at least quarterly.

**RECONCILIATION**

**SHORT-TERM EMPLOYEES**

**Accounting**

- Individuals who complete time sheets or other documentation for compensation
  - Substitute Teachers
  - Substitute Paraprofessionals
  - Tutors
  - Mentors
  - Extended School Year Services

- Their documentation for compensation will suffice for time and effort documentation
  - Be sure you can demonstrate how the amount charged to the grant aligns with the compensation documentation!

**CLERICAL STAFF**

- Reminder that clerical staff should normally be charged as an indirect cost, however, can be charged as a direct cost if:
  1. administrative or clerical services are integral to a project or activity;
  2. individuals involved can be specifically identified with the project or activity;
  3. such costs are explicitly included in the budget; and
  4. the costs are not also recovered as indirect costs

**ACCOUNTING**

- When is an accounting adjustment required?

  If the difference is 10% or more: Payroll charges must be adjusted at the time of the comparison.

  **AND:** The following quarter’s estimates must be adjusted to more closely reflect actual activity.

**ADJUSTMENT**
**Single Funding Source**  
**Single Work Objective**

A Title I teacher providing only Title I interventions 100% of the day is charged 100% to the Title I grant.

- Funding Source? Title I only
- Work Objective? Title I
- T&E Reporting: Sem - Annual Certification

---

**Multiple Funding Sources**  
**Single Work Objective**

A special education teacher is funded with IDEA funds and funds eligible for state special education categorical aid.

- Funding Source? IDEA, Local & State
- Work Objective? Special Education Only
- T&E Reporting: Semi-Annual Certification

---

**Recommendations**

- Analyze: Is the amount of time required to maintain PARs worth the federal program revenue?
  - Consistent schedule: Percentages would be easy to maintain and verify
  - Inconsistent schedule: Identification of day-to-day activities / work would need to be kept by employee to produce monthly percentages
    - For some centralized services positions, is the time better covered with indirect recovery funds?
- Use a standardized form, such as a spreadsheet with drop down menus
- Identify all of the possible funding sources on the PARs document

---

**Accounting**

When is an accounting adjustment required?

If the difference is less than 10%: No action required until the end of the year.

**BUT:** At year-end the 10% threshold does not apply - in the final quarter, payroll charges for the year must be adjusted to reflect actual time spent as supported by time and effort reports.

**ADJUSTMENT**
Multiple Funding Sources
Single Work Objective

An early childhood special education teacher is funded 80% with flow-through and 20% with preschool entitlement funds.

- Funding Source? IDEA flow-through and IDEA preschool
- Work Objective? Special Education
- T&E Reporting: Semi-Annual Certification

Single Funding Source
Multiple Work Objectives

A Title I Coordinator works 50% of the day coordinating Title I programs and 50% of the day working as the parent liaison

- Funding Source? Title I
- Work Objective? Title I Coordination and Title I Parent Involvement
- T&E Reporting: PARs

Multiple Funding Sources
Multiple Work Objectives

In a targeted assistance school, a teacher provides special education to students 60% of the time (funded by IDEA) and Title I interventions to struggling students 40% of the time (funded by Title I).

- Funding Source? IDEA & Title I
- Work Objective? Special Ed & Title I
- T&E Reporting: PARs

My business office staff asked, if the employee is being paid through the “011” account then does that individual have to complete the semi-annual certification?

- No – project “011” is for state aided special education costs. Only staff charged to a federal grant, in this case project 341 or 347, would keep time & effort reports.

When a S/L pathologist is paid a small percentage out of flow-through for SLP Department Co-chair - do we process the semi-annual certifications or the PAR’s? She is working with the Special Education program 100%.

- Semi-Annual; assignments such as department co-chair do not qualify as a separate “work objective” – the work objective in this situation is Speech and Language.
Our teacher in our Title I schoolwide is paid with local funds to teach first grade in the morning to decrease class size for reading and is paid with Title I, Part A funds to teach a supplemental reading recovery class in the afternoon – is PARs required?

- In this situation, the school has a sufficient number of first-grade teachers so there is no supplement / no supplant violation. Because the part-time first-grade teacher is not needed in order to provide the basic education program in the schoolwide school, her salary could be supported by Title I-A funds, even though it is not. Her salary for providing the reading recovery instruction could also be supported by Title I-A funds. And the schoolwide program constitutes a single cost objective. Only semi-annual certification would be required. In a schoolwide, PARs is only required if the individual is working under an administration-type work objective.

We have an elementary school teacher we pay with local funds but use Title I-A funds to pay her for after-school tutoring for low-achieving students. Do we have to do PARs?

- Although the teacher could not be paid with Title I-A funds to provide elementary education, the portion of her time spent on after-school tutoring is easily separated from her teaching position by her schedule. The after-school tutoring is a single cost objective and only semi-annual certification would be required.

When a Coordinator of School Counseling is paid 10% out of flow-through and her position is 100% Coordinator of School Counseling - do we process the semi-annual certifications or the PARs? (Her 90% is paid out of regular ed/non-federal funds.)

- By charging 10% of her salary and fringe benefits to IDEA, the district must demonstrate, through PARs, that at least 10% of her time is spent working strictly with IEP-related activities or specific special education activities.
- Without need of time and effort reporting, the district could get reimbursement on 10% of the counselor’s position by coding the cost to Project 011 (state special education categorical aid – Act 221).

I compared PARs information and the amount that I budgeted for salary and benefits for our Coordinator. I found that he worked 32.05 hours instead of 48 hours in a quarter. This is over 10% so I need to do an adjustment on his salary. Do I also need to make adjustments to his benefits?

- An adjustment is only needed if the business office has claimed based on the budgeted amount. But, if the business office has claimed on the budgeted amount, then an adjustment needs to be made to payroll for the next quarter to reflect the previous quarters’ actual time distribution. And the adjustment is made to both the salary and the fringe benefit (equitable distribution).
A paraprofessional is paid by the district 75% of her time and by special ed for 25%. She spends 100% of her time in the 4K classroom working with both special ed and regular ed. students. Is she a single cost objective?

- Unless the district can demonstrate that the paraprofessional is only there due to students with disabilities, she’s not an excess cost of special education, so should not be charged to the federal grant at all.
- If the district can demonstrate that there would be no paraprofessional assigned to that classroom if there were no students with disabilities in attendance, then the position would qualify as a single work objective and semi-annual certification would suffice.

New Time & Effort Reporting Rules

- The yet to be numbered ‘Super Circular’ replaces the time & effort rules established in OMB Circular A-87
- Concept still the same: must support wages charged to federal grant
- Good changes – removes conflicting language and provides more flexibility for staff with multiple work objectives

I am a school psychologist. We have been doing Time and Effort reporting and PAR documentation. I had a question about how specific we need to be with documenting our activities. Right now people are struggling with how to document this info in an efficient manner and without taking an hour to document PAR everyday.

- Unless the staff person has a clear schedule that can be used as a basis for demonstrating the percentage of time spent on a work objective, the amount of time this person is suggesting she is taking to complete the required time & effort documentation is not worth it.

Changes to PARs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OMB Circular A-87</th>
<th>OMB Super Circular</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Called “Personal Activity Reports”</td>
<td>Not given a title, just “certified reports”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Completed monthly</td>
<td>Consistent with the ‘business and reporting cycles’ of the recipient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reconciliation of grant charges done quarterly; amend budget* if 10% variance</td>
<td>Reconciliation of grant charges done quarterly; 10% variance language removed</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Changes to PARs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OMB Circular A-87</th>
<th>OMB Super Circular</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Account for all activities – emphasis on hourly time keeping</td>
<td>• Percentage distribution of effort is acceptable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Signed by employee</td>
<td>• Signed by employee or supervisor</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- Wisconsin Department of Public Instruction

### PARs must:
- Be completed after-the-fact
- Reflect actual work performed (not budgeted)
- Must account for total activity of employee
- Be completed at least monthly
- Signed and dated by employee or supervisor

- Wisconsin Department of Public Instruction